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Emrys Cardigan 
US version  
Yarn: DK / 8 ply 

Hook: 4mm 

 

Pattern Notes 
● Written in US crochet terms throughout 

● Chain 3 at start of each row is classed as a stitch throughout. Work in all DC’s refers to 

DC’s within v stitch and chain 3 at start of rows. When asked to skip 2 be sure you skip 

2nd and 3rd stitch and work in 4th  

● V stitch- 1dc, chain 1, 1dc in same stitch. When asked to work v stitch they should be 

worked in previous row v stitch chain 1 space. 

● Gaps refer to the gap between 3dc gaps and between 3dc and any v-stitches or dc even 

if there not an obvious gap) 

● Space refers to chain 1 gap in v stitches 

● Please refer to separate file for help with placing in gaps, starting sleeve and button 

band rows. 

 

Preemie 
Approx. chest 13 inches, 4-5lb baby 

 

Chain 49 
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1. Chain 3, (counts as stitch here and throughout) starting in 4th chain from the hook dc in next 

7 stitches, v stitch in next, dc in 8, v stitch, dc in 14, v stitch, dc in 8, v stitch, dc in 8 (54) 

2. Chain 3, *dc in each dc to v stitch chain 1 space, v stitch in the chain 1 space* repeat * 

to * to end (62) 

3. Chain 3 *skip 2, 3dc in next* x 3, v stitch in chain 1 space, * to * x 4, skip 1, v stitch in 

chain 1 space, skip 1, 3dc, * to * x5, v stitch in the chain 1 space, * to * x4, v stitch in the 

chain 1 space, * to * x2, skip to last 2, 2dc in next, dc in the last end. (65) 

4. Chain 3, 3dc in next 3 gaps (see notes), v stitch  3dc in 5 gaps, v stitch, 3dc in 7 gaps, v 

stitch , 3dc in 5, v stitch, skip gap, 4dc in 2 gaps, 3dc in end  and dc in last stitch (80) 

5. Chain 3, *dc in each dc to v stitch space, v stitch in the chain 1 gap* repeat * to * then dc 

to end. (88) 

6. Chain 3, *dc to v stitch space, dc in the chain 1 space* repeat * to * then dc to end 

(armholes created) (53) 

7. Chain 3, *skip 2, 3dc* x16, skip 2, 2dc in next 1 dc in end (53) 

8.  Chain 3, 3dc in next 16 gaps, skip 2, dc in end (53) 

9. Chain 3, dc in each stitch to end (53) 

10. Repeat row 9 (53) 

 

To lengthen continue to repeat 1 rows each 7 then 8 and two of 9  

Working up the front edges of the cardigan  

 

11. Chain 1, work 2 sc per row to neck (20) 

12. Chain 1, sc in each stitch to end 

13. Chain 1, sc in 1 *chain 2,  skip 2, sc in 4* repeat 2 times, chain 2, skip 2,  sc in 2, chain 

2, skip 2, sc in last   

14. Chain 1, sc in each sc and chain to end 

15. Repeat row 12 then sc in corner and sc around neck to other side 

16. Chain 1, 2 sc in each row end. 

17. Chain 1, sc in each sc to end 

18. Chain 1, sc in each sc to end, sc in corner and sc around bottom of cardigan 

 

 

Sleeves 
Reattach yarn into side of stitch from row 6 (dc that was worked into v stitch)  

 

 

1. Chain 3, *skip 2, 3dc* x 6, skip 2, 2dc in same stitch as chain 3, sl st into top of chain 3 

(this create your last 3dc group) (21) 

2. Chain 3, dc2tog, dc in each dc to last 2, dc2tog, sl st to top of chain 3 (19) 

3. Chain 3, dc in each stitch to end, sl st to top of chain 3 

4. Chain 3, *skip 2, 3dc* x5, skip 3, 2dc in next stitch, sl st to top of chain 3 (18) 

5. Sl st into first gap, chain 3, 2 dc in same gap, 3dc in all gaps to end, sl st to top of chain  
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6. Chain 3, dc2tog, dc in each stitch to last 2, dc2tog, sl st to top of chain 3 (16) 

7. Chain 3, dc in each stitch to last 2, sl st to top of chain 3  

8. Chain 3, *skip 2, 3dc* x4, skip 3, 2dc in next and sl st to top of chain 3 (15) 

9. Sl st into first gap, chain 3, 2 dc in same gap, 3dc in all gaps to end, sl st to top of chain 

3 

10. Repeat row 6 

11. Chain 1, sc in each stitch to end, sl st into first sc 

12. Repeat row 12 and fasten off 

 

Repeat for other sleeve 

To lengthen repeat row 6, then 1 of 8 and 9 then another of row 8 before proceeding 

with sc rows 

 

 
 

Emrys Cardigan 
UK version 
Yarn: DK / 8 ply 

Hook: 4mm 

 

Pattern Notes 
● Written in UK crochet terms throughout 

● Chain 3 at start of each row is classed as a stitch throughout. Work in all TR’s refers to 

TR’s within v stitch and chain 3 at start of rows. When asked to skip 2 be sure you skip 

2nd and 3rd stitch and work in 4th  

● V stitch- 1tr, chain 1, 1tr in same stitch. When asked to work v stitch they should be 

worked in previous row v stitch chain 1 space. 
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● Gaps refer to the gap between 3tr gaps and between 3tr and any v-stitches or tr even if 

there not an obvious gap) 

● Space refers to chain 1 gap in v stitches 

● Please refer to separate file for help with placing in gaps, starting sleeve and button 

band rows. 

 

 

Preemie 
Approx. chest 13 inches, 4-5lb baby 

 

Chain 49 

19. Chain 3, (counts as stitch here and throughout) starting in 4th chain from the hook tr in next 

7 stitches, v stitch in next, tr in 8, v stitch, tr in 14, v stitch, tr in 8, v stitch, tr in 8 (54) 

20. Chain 3, *tr in each tr to v stitch chain 1 space, v stitch in the chain 1 space* repeat * to * 

to end (62) 

21. Chain 3 *skip 2, 3tr in next* x 3, v stitch in chain 1 space, * to * x 4, skip 1, v stitch in 

chain 1 space, skip 1, 3tr, * to * x5, v stitch in the chain 1 space, * to * x4, v stitch in the 

chain 1 space, * to * x2, skip to last 2, 2tr in next, tr in the last end. (65) 

22. Chain 3, 3tr in next 3 gaps (see notes), v stitch  3tr in 5 gaps, v stitch, 3tr in 7 gaps, v 

stitch , 3tr in 5, v stitch, skip gap, 4tr in 2 gaps, 3tr in end  and tr in last stitch (80) 

23. Chain 3, *tr in each tr to v stitch space, v stitch in the chain 1 gap* repeat * to * then tr to 

end. (88) 

24. Chain 3, *tr to v stitch space, tr in the chain 1 space* repeat * to * then tr to end (armholes 

created) (53) 

25. Chain 3, *skip 2, 3tr* x16, skip 2, 2tr in next 1 tr in end (53) 

26.  Chain 3, 3tr in next 16 gaps, skip 2, tr in end (53) 

27. Chain 3, tr in each stitch to end (53) 

28. Repeat row 9 (53) 

 

To lengthen continue to repeat 1 rows each 7 then 8 and two of 9  

Working up the front edges of the cardigan  

 

29. Chain 1, work 2 dc per row to neck (20) 

30. Chain 1, dc in each stitch to end 

31. Chain 1, dc in 1 *chain 2,  skip 2, dc in 4* repeat 2 times, chain 2, skip 2,  dc in 2, chain 

2, skip 2, dc in last   

32. Chain 1, dc in each dc and chain to end 

33. Repeat row 12 then dc in corner and dc around neck to other side 

34. Chain 1, 2 dc in each row end. 

35. Chain 1, dc in each dc to end 

36. Chain 1, dc in each dc to end, dc in corner and dc around bottom of cardigan 
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Sleeves 
Reattach yarn into side of stitch from row 6 (tr that was worked into v stitch)  

 

 

13. Chain 3, *skip 2, 3tr* x 6, skip 2, 2tr in same stitch as chain 3, sl st into top of chain 3 

(this create your last 3tr group) (21) 

14. Chain 3, tr2tog, tr in each tr to last 2, tr2tog, sl st to top of chain 3 (19) 

15. Chain 3, tr in each stitch to end, sl st to top of chain 3 

16. Chain 3, *skip 2, 3tr* x5, skip 3, 2tr in next stitch, sl st to top of chain 3 (18) 

17. Sl st into first gap, chain 3, 2 tr in same gap, 3tr in all gaps to end, sl st to top of chain  

18. Chain 3, tr2tog, tr in each stitch to last 2, tr2tog, sl st to top of chain 3 (16) 

19. Chain 3, tr in each stitch to last 2, sl st to top of chain 3  

20. Chain 3, *skip 2, 3tr* x4, skip 3, 2tr in next and sl st to top of chain 3 (15) 

21. Sl st into first gap, chain 3, 2 tr in same gap, 3tr in all gaps to end, sl st to top of chain 3 

22. Repeat row 6 

23. Chain 1, dc in each stitch to end, sl st into first dc 

24. Repeat row 12 and fasten off 

 

Repeat for other sleeve 

To lengthen repeat row 6, then 1 of 8 and 9 then another of row 8 before proceeding 

with dc rows 

 

Please do not redistribute this pattern other than to link to 

source. 

 

Please do not copy and resell pattern. 

 

Any items made from this pattern can be sold as long as 

pattern source is stated. 
Thank you for all testers who helped make this pattern great 

Claire Garner 

Diane Peacock 

Nekita L Schrader 

Ruby Bahena 

Samantha LeCrosse 

Sherri Ann Tate 

Siglinde Van Meirvenne 
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